SERIES BY ERIN HUNTER

WARRIORS (2003)
Into the Wild
Fire and Ice
Forest of Secrets
Rising Storm
A Dangerous Path
The Darkest Hour

WARRIORS, NEW PROPHECY (2005)
Midnight
Moonrise
Dawn
Starlight*
Twilight*
Sunset*

WARRIORS, POWER OF THREE (2007)
The Sight
Dark River
Outcast
Eclipse*
Long Shadows*
Sunrise*

WARRIORS (GRAPHIC NOVELS) (2007)
Lost Warrior*
Warrior’s Refuge*
Warrior’s Return*
The Rise of Scourge

SEEKERS (2008)
The Quest Begins
Great Bear Lake
Smoke Mountain*
The Last Wilderness*
Fire in the Sky*
Spirits in the Stars*

WARRIORS, OMEN OF THE STARS (2009)
Fourth Apprentice
Fading Echoes
Night Whisper
Sign of the Moon
Forgotten Warrior
Last Hope*

SURVIVORS (2012)
Empty City
A Hidden enemy
Darkness Falls
The Broken Path*
The Endless Lake*
Storm of Dogs

WARRIORS, DAWN OF THE CLANS (2013)
Sun Trail
Thunder Rising
First Battle
Blazing Star*
A Forest divided*
Path of Stars*

SEEKERS, RETURN TO THE WILD (2012)
Island of Shadows
Melting Sea
River of Lost Bears
Forest of Wolves*
 Burning Horizon*
Longest Day*

WARRIORS FIELD GUIDES (2007)
Secrets of the Clans
Cats of the Clans*
Code of the Clans*
Battles of the Clans*

WARRIORS, A VISION OF SHADOWS (2016)
Apprentice’s Quest
Thunder and Shadow*
Shattered Sky*

WARRIORS, SUPERSTAR EDITION (2009)
Firestar’s Quest
Bluestar’s Prophecy*
SkyClan’s Destiny*
Yellowfang’s Secret*
Tallstar’s Revenge*
Bramblestar’s Storm*
Mothlight’s Vision*
Hawking’s Journey*
Tigerheart’s Shadow*
Graystripe’s Vow

THE BROKEN CODE (2019)
Lost Stars
The Silent Thaw
Veil of Shadows
Darkness Within

*Bedford Free Library does not own these books, but they may be placed on hold